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Release Notes for Patch Release#3121

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.0-rev24
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.0-rev18
Open-Xchange USM 7.8.0-rev9
Open-Xchange EAS 7.8.0-rev8
Open-Xchange AppSuite documentconverter 7.8.0-rev7
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #3073.
41506 ”Kein Empfnger” within from filedEmptymail information in case amail gets deleted from amailbox which was about being retrieved.This has been fixed by introducing validity check for retrieved mails and ignore those which appar-ently do not hold consistent information.
42252 Translation for ”Number of messages” for folder Properties not available for other
languagesNow ”Number of messages” is translated in all supported languages.
43028 Reload /re-login is necessary to access your external mailbox after password changeAfter changing the userpassword a reload was needed to display an external emailaccount.Now the folder tree gets refreshed after a password change.
43228 Outlook Sync never ends, ”standard folder types are currently not available” mes-
sages in logsJSONSession was handled like a EASSession in case of user changes.This has been fixed by calling the correct initialization function for both types of sessions.
43327 Drafts not displayed correctly after auto-saveDrafts folder was not instantly reloaded and every draft mail gets a new ID.This has been fixed by reloading drafts folder on auto-save and save-as-draft.
43477 Reporting does not work if Hazelcast not activeOnly a hazelcast implementation is available for appsuite style report.As a solution that does not have a big impact the appsuite report will be skipped and the old style(db based) report will be executed if Hazelcast is not available. This solution is only valid (for now)for latest 7.8.0 and upcoming 7.8.1. With a later version a local implementation fot the appsuitestyle report will be provided.
43517 Email get sporadical deleted after forwardingApp Suite UI passed wrong send-type when actually sending a message forward, which got auto-save before. The sendtypes and msgrefs are being correctly sent now.
43776 ”Ignore existing events” not translated when importing tasksNow ”Ignore existing events” is translated in all supported languages.
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43836 Distribution list with 1 letter within the local part of the email not workingLess or equal in check should only be less.Fixed in bootstrap-tokenfield lib.
43855 Changeuser commandline tool does not work correctly for setting drive quotaSpecifying a quota for a user (which has individual quota set before) triggers an asynchronous job inthe background in case setting ”ALLOW CHANGING QUOTA IF NO FILESTORE SET” is set to ”true”.Therefore the ”changeuser” command-line tool completes although background job has not yetbeen finished.This has been fixed by performing that job synchronously for ”changeuser” invocation.
44046 Duplicate entry for key ’context name unique’An attempt to load context groupware data fails for stale/orphaned context entries, which preventfrom fully deleting such contexts.This has been fixed by allowing to cleanse stale/orphaned contexts.
44100 Not possible to deactivate ’Archiv’ Folder in 7.8.0Don’t offer ”Archive” in folder context menu if capability ”archive emails” is missing. Added capabil-ity check for ”archive emails” to mobile toolbar actions.

3 Changes relevant for Administrators
3.1 Changes of Configuration Files
Change #3134 Introduced configuration property to specify whether a fall-back to in-app
sort is supposed to be performedIntroduced configuration property ”com.openexchange.imap.fallbackOnFailedSORT” to file ’imap.properties’to specify whether a fall-back to in-app sort is supposed to be performed in case IMAP ”SORT” com-mand gets quit with a ”NO” response. Default value is ”false”- meaning to return an appropriateerror to requesting client.

4 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we adviseguided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or productionenvironment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

5 Fixed Bugs
41506, 42252, 43028, 43228, 43327, 43477, 43517, 43776, 43836, 43855, 44046, 44100,
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